Abstract. Necessary and sufficient for the closure of a linear subspace to lie in the range of a bounded linear operator is a certain "bounded preimage property" for the operator.
If T: X -> Y is a bounded linear operator between normed spaces then we shall, par abus de notation, also write [3] (0.1) T:UX)^UY)
for the operator induced between the corresponding spaces of bounded vectorvalued sequences (0.2) l00(X) = fx£XN:sup\\xn\\<oo\.
Theorem. If T £ BL(^T, Y) is a bounded linear operator between
Banach spaces and if M CY is a linear subspace, then there is equivalence (1.1) clMCT(X)^l00(M)CTl00(X). Proof. We shall show forward implication for complete X and backward implication for complete Y. Whether or not either space is complete, the right-hand side of (1.1) is equivalent to 
